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What are normalizing flows? … specific probability density functions

Mixture models /
Kernel Density Functions B-Spline representation of a PDF

Some well-known techniques to construct PDFs:

- (arbitrarily) Complex PDF shape
- Evaluate probability analytically
- Works in D > 1

Normalizing flows are also PDFs, but richer functionality:

- (arbitrarily) Complex PDF shape
- Evaluate probability analytically
- Works in D > 1
- Generate differentiable samples (-> differentiable expectation values)
- Coverage of the PDF
- Can be interpreted as generalizations of the Gaussian distribution
- Works on manifolds
- …
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Definition

Base
Target

Flow defining function
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Definition

Base
Target

1) The function has to be bijective for the 
inverse!

2) The function has to be differentiable!
 = Diffeomorphism
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Definition

Base
Target

Log probability includes
Local “stretching”/”squeezing”
Of volume element

1) The function has to be bijective for the 
inverse!

2) The function has to be differentiable!
 = Diffeomorphism
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Definition

Base
Target

Sampling is also straight forward:  

Must be able to sample from base distribution!
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Definition

Base
Target

Sampling is also straight forward:  

Must be able to sample from base distribution!

1) Differentiable prob.

2) Differentiable samples!
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Definition

Base
Target

Sampling is also straight forward:  

Must be able to sample from base distribution!

1) Differentiable prob.

2) Differentiable samples! Unique and important!
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Differentiable Samples -> Differentiable expectation values
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Differentiable Samples -> Differentiable expectation values

Examples:

n-th moment of p

entropy

…. Many other integrals in information theory
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Differentiable Samples -> Differentiable expectation values

Examples:

n-th moment of p

entropy

…. Many other integrals in information theory !

Wrong gradient!
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The simplest possible normalizing flow (1-d)

Let us try to see the distribution of the simplest 
possible normalizing flow in 1 dimension!
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The simplest possible normalizing flow (1-d)

Let us try to see the distribution of the simplest 
possible normalizing flow in 1 dimension!

Use Standard normal base distribution
(we will always use the standard normal
for convenience)

Base distribution Change of variables formula Inv. Flow function
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The simplest possible normalizing flow (1-d)

Let us try to see the distribution of the simplest 
possible normalizing flow in 1 dimension!

Use Standard normal base distribution
(we will always use the standard normal
for convenience)

Base distribution Change of variables formula

“Linear flow” = “general Gaussian distribution” in 1d

Inv. Flow function
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The simplest possible normalizing flow (1-d)

Let us try to see the distribution of the simplest 
possible normalizing flow in 1 dimension!

Use Standard normal base distribution
(we will always use the standard normal
for convenience)

“Linear flow” = “general Gaussian distribution” in 1d

Technically, this is 2-step flow: 

00 b

“scale” “shift”
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The simplest possible normalizing flow (n-d)

Let us try to see the distribution of the simplest 
possible normalizing flow in n dimensions!

Use Standard normal base distribution
(we will always use the standard normal
for convenience)

“Affine flow” = “general Gaussian distribution” in n-d

0

0

0

0
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How can we ensure bijectivity in 1-d for nonlinear functions?

One possibility:
Neural Spline Flows (Durkan et al. 2019)

Flow function:

Derivative:f(
x)
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“Affine Coupling layer” (Dinh et al. 2014 (NICE) / Dinh et al. 2017 (real-NVP)) 

Induces coupling between different layers

Functions s and t can be arbitrarily complex (neural networks)

These functions are also called “conditioners”

Certain N-d non-linear normalizing-flow functions

1)
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“Affine Coupling layer” (Dinh et al. 2014 (NICE) / Dinh et al. 2017 (real-NVP)) 

Can be scaled to very high dimensions (here images)

Certain N-d non-linear normalizing-flow functions

1)
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4) Gaussianization Flow(arXiv:2003.01941)

Certain N-d non-linear normalizing-flow functions

…
….

Step by step refinement of the PDF - provably approximates any distribution  

Gaussian:

Gaussianization flow generalized by non-linear scalings instead of “linear scalings”
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4) Gaussianization Flow(arXiv:2003.01941)

Certain N-d non-linear normalizing-flow functions

Can also be initialized to quite good values by data!
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Other interesting current research

“Manifold” normalizing flows

(from 1810.01367)

“Continuous” normalizing flows

(FFJORD,
1810.01367)

(2002.02428) 24



What about conditional PDFs?

(from 1810.01367)
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p(x) -> p(x;y) ? 

Connection to neural networks…



Conditional PDFs .. parameters of flow are output of a neural network

Conditional affine flow
Conditional general flow

Instead of flow parameters, one optimizes NN parameters
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Conditional PDFs .. parameters of flow are output of a neural network

Conditional affine flow
Conditional general flow

Instead of flow parameters, one optimizes NN parameters

Conditional normalizing flow shows that MSE loss comes from conditional
Flow that only consists of a shift (and unit scaling)
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Conditional PDFs .. parameters of flow are output of a neural network

Conditional affine flow
Conditional general flow

Instead of flow parameters, one optimizes NN parameters

Conditional normalizing flow shows that MSE loss comes from conditional
Flow that only consists of a shift (and unit scaling)

The process of predicting parameters by a neural network is also called “amortization” 28



A package for flows on manifolds: jammy_flows (https://github.com/thoglu/jammy_flows)

import jammy_flows

pdf=jammy_flows.pdf("e4+s2+e4", 
"gggg+n+gggg")

pdf.sample(nsamples=1000)

A package to describe amortized 
(conditional) normalizing-flow PDFs 
defined jointly on tensor products of 
manifolds with coverage control. The 
connection between different 
manifolds is fixed via an 
autoregressive structure.
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Why are normalizing flows interesting for physics?
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They allow to do statistical analysis with probabilistic machine learning…



KL-divergence introduction

“Inclusive” KL-diverengce vs “exclusive” KL-divergence
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KL-divergence introduction

“Inclusive” KL-diverengce vs “exclusive” KL-divergence

P = “True” PDF
(not accessible,
“Nature”,
Samples from MC simulation
Draw from P)

Q = “Approximating PDF”,
Parametrized by us,
“Surrogate model”

In most settings:
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Supervised learning as (inclusive) KL-divergence minimization

What is a Monte Carlo simulation?
Samples from some “true” distribution

Computer scientists call this
“conditional ML objective”
Of supervised learning

Physicists should call it
“variational inference objective”
For the variational Posterior
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Supervised learning as (inclusive) KL-divergence minimization

What is a Monte Carlo simulation?
Samples from some “true” distribution

Computer scientists call this
“conditional ML objective”
Of supervised learning

Physicists should call it
“variational inference objective”
For the variational Posterior
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Sample from “systematics distribution” during MC generation

Including systematics is trivial!



Deep learning generalizes classical statistical approaches

35

Maximum likelihood principle

“Bayesian”

MCMC

“Frequentist”



Deep learning generalizes classical statistical approaches
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Maximum likelihood principle

“Bayesian”

KL-Div posterior KL-Div likelihood

MCMC Variational inference

“Frequentist”

(Aikake 70’s)
(90’s)



Deep learning generalizes classical statistical approaches
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Maximum likelihood principle

“Bayesian”

KL-Div posterior KL-Div likelihood

MCMC Variational inference

“Frequentist”

Joint KL
(deep learning)

(Aikake 70’s)
(90’s)



Probabilistic deep learning

“Inklusive KL divergence” “exclusive KL divergence”

“All of deep learning is probability distribution matching”

(2008.05825)
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Coverage for NFs, including NFs on manifolds

(2008.05825) 39



Coverage for NFs, including NFs on manifolds

(2008.05825) 40



Goodness of Fit

(2008.05825)

Posterior

Likelihood 41



Goodness of Fit

(2008.05825)

Posterior

Likelihood 42



Summary

43

- Normalizing flows + neural networks allow to 
model complex (conditional) PDFs

- Probabilistic interpretation of machine 
possible with normalizing flows
(supervised / unsupervised learning etc. are 
just PDF matching of Posterior/likelihood)

- Systematics trivial (include in training)
- Coverage for arbitrary shaped distributions
- Goodness-of-Fit (potentially “single-cut” final 

level event selections that are “optimal”)

(2008.05825 for more info)

https://github.com/thoglu/jammy_flows
(first release in ~ few weeks)

https://github.com/thoglu/jammy_flows

